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Abstract

We present an experimentalist's view of the theory and published data for the magnetoresistance (MR) of a multilayer
composed of alternating ferromagnetic (F) and non-magnetic (N) metals measured with current #ow perpendicular to the
layer planes (CPP-MR). We explain the advantages of this geometry for determining the fundamental quantities
underlying spin-polarized transport, describe the di!erent techniques developed to measure the CPP-MR, summarize the
salient features of the models used to analyze experimental data, and describe tests of those models. We then review what
has been learned so far about spin-dependent scattering anisotropy and spin relaxation in F-metals and at F/N interfaces,
speci"c resistances of F/N interfaces, the temperature dependence of spin-polarized transport parameters, and mixing of
the spin-polarized electron currents. After a brief overview of some new directions, we conclude with a list of questions
still to be answered. ( 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The discovery of giant magnetoresistance
(GMR) in [F/N]

N
multilayers, composed of N bi-

layers of alternating ferromagnetic (F) and non-
magnetic (N) layers [1,2], has led both to new
technology [3]1 and to growth of a new "eld of
study, spin-polarized transport [4}7]. The funda-
mental physics of spin-polarized transport involves:

*Corresponding author. Tel.: #1-517-3432-1146; fax: #1-
517-353-4500.

E-mail address: bass@pa.msu.edu (J. Bass)
1E.g., the web-pages of Non-Volatile Electronics and IBM,

Almaden.

(a) di!erential rates of scattering (anisotropic scat-
tering), both within F-layers and at F/N interfaces,
of electrons with spin along (C) or opposite to (B) the
local magnetization, M

i
; (b) rates of loss of spin-

direction memory (spin relaxation) within F- and
N-layers and at F/N interfaces; and (c) rates
of mixing of spin-polarized currents. This review
describes what has been learned about these quanti-
ties from measurements of the current perpendicu-
lar to plane (CPP)-MR. Paraphrasing Ref. [5]: (a)
the high symmetry of the CPP-MR makes its the-
ory simpler than that of either the more usual
current in plane (CIP)-MR or the MR of granular
multilayers; and (b) the CPP-MR is also less sensi-
tive to unavoidable sample inhomogeneities, mak-
ing it better suited for testing theoretical models
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and elucidating the fundamental physics of spin-
polarized transport, including accessing the funda-
mental parameters. The CPP-MR is also usually
larger than the CIP-MR (Figs. 1}3) [8}13], and
becomes more competitive as device size shrinks.2

In this review we focus on di!usive CPP trans-
port at the Fermi energy and for normal current
densities. Ballistic transport, transport away from
the Fermi energy, and experiments involving high
current density, will only be brie#y noted. The
review is organized as follows. Section 2 de"nes the
GMR and describes its source in anisotropic scat-
tering. Section 3 de"nes the CPP spin-polarized
transport parameters. Section 4 outlines the di!er-
ent experimental techniques used to measure the
CPP-MR and their advantages and disadvantages.
Section 5 describes ways to controllably achieve
the parallel (P) and anti-parallel (AP) ordering of
the M

i
's of adjacent F-layers needed for quantitat-

ive analysis. The two most #exible of these, hybrid
spin valves and exchange-biased spin valves, are
becoming increasingly important in CPP-MR
studies. Section 6 reviews the models used to ana-
lyze CPP-MR data. It starts with the simple
two-current series-resistor (2CSR) model and ex-
periments on Co/Cu and Co/Ag multilayers used to
test its applicability, and then proceeds to the more
complex Valet}Fert (VF) equations [14] for "nite
spin-di!usion lengths, l

4&
, that seem often to be

needed when the F- or N-layers are alloys. Sections
7}11 describe what has been learned from CPP-
MR measurements about the spin polarized-trans-
port parameters. The latest studies mostly involve
application of the VF equations to CPP-MR
measurements on spin valves. Section 12 describes
some new directions for CPP studies, and Section
13 contains a summary and a list of questions still
to be answered.

2. De5nition of GMR and the physics underlying it

GMR is an often large change in resistance (usu-
ally a decrease) when a strong enough magnetic

2The CPP resistance increases with decreasing sample area A,
becoming &X only at submicron dimensions.

Fig. 1. CPP- and CIP-MRs, and magnetization, M, for a sput-
tered [Co(6 nm)/Ag(6 nm)]

60
multilayer at 4.2 K. The "eld of

the maximum resistance, in the as-prepared sample, is desig-
nated H

0
, the saturation "eld is designated H

4
, and the "eld of

the local maximum after saturation is designated H
P,

. Note that
H

P,
is close to the coercive "eld, H

#
. The curves are just guides to

the eye (after Ref. [9]).
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Fig. 2. CIP-MR and CPP-MR for a series of [Co(1.5 nm)/
Cu(t)]

N
multilayers. The open squares are the CIP-MR at H(Pk);

the crosses the CPP-MR at H(Pk); and the open circles the
CPP-MR at H(0). The curves are just guides to the eye (from Ref.
[10,11]).

"eld H aligns the M
i
of the F layers parallel (P) to

each other [1,2]. The MR is usually de"ned as [9]

MR%"100][R(AP)!R(P)]/R(P)"*R/R(P)

(1)

where R(P) is the resistance above the F-layer satu-
ration "eld H

4
, and R(AP) the resistance when the

M
i
of adjacent layers are aligned antiparallel (AP).

Fig. 4 shows the origin of GMR for anisotropic
scattering only within the F-layers [1]. Electrons
are divided into two channels that propagate inde-
pendently, spins along (#) or opposite to (!) the
external "eld #H. Electrons with spins (B) are
assumed to be scattered more strongly than
those with spins (C) (a

F
"os

F
/ot

F
'1, where o indi-

cates a resistivity). In Fig. 4a, all of the F-layers are
identical. In the AP state, both (#) and (!) elec-
trons scatter strongly in alternate F-layers. In the
P state, in contrast, (#) electrons scatter weakly in
all F-layers, shorting out the sample and giving
R(P)(R(AP). Note that exactly the same behavior
is found if electrons with spins (C) are scattered

Fig. 3. CPP-MR and CIP-MR versus temperature ¹ for: (a)
[Fe(3 nm)/Cr(1 nm)]

100
and (b) [Co(1.2 nm)/Cu(1.1 nm)]

180
multilayers. The curves are just guides to the eye (After, Refs.
[12,13]).

more strongly (a
F
(1). Fig. 4b shows, however,

that the GMR can be made &inverse' } R(P)'
R(AP) } by combining two di!erent F-layers, one
with a

F
'1 and the other with a

F
(1. The sample

is then shorted out in the AP state. Measurements
with two di!erent F-layers thus allow determina-
tion of whether a

F
is '1 or (1. Exactly analogous

pictures can be drawn for scattering anisotropy at
the interfaces.

3. Spin-polarized transport parameters

In this section we de"ne the parameters used to
analyze CPP-MR data. While some parameters are
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de"ned in the same way for the CPP-MR, the
CIP-MR, and &bulk' F-alloys, it is not obvious
that they are, in fact, identical. Whether parameters
are &uni"ed' } i.e., can be transferred from one
property to another } is a topic just beginning to
be addressed [15}19]. Since it is rarely easy to
derive reliable parameters for any property, it is
important to make such comparisons. As examples
of potential bene"ts, transferability would let dec-
ades old values of a

F
derived for F-alloys from

studies of deviations from Matthiessen's rule
[20] be used to predict better alloys for CPP- and
CIP-MR devices, and stimulate more theoretical
work on the origins of these parameters for F-
alloys [21].

3.1. Scattering anisotropy within F-layers
and at F/N interfaces

Scattering anisotropy within F-layers is charac-
terized experimentally by the ratio a

F
"(os

F
/ot

F
) al-

ready de"ned [1,20], and scattering anisotropy at
F/N interfaces similarly by the equivalent ratio
a
F@N

"(Rs
F@N

/Rt
F@N

) for the interface resistances.
More useful equivalent parameters for the CPP-
MR are b and c given by a

F
"(1#b)/(1!b) and

a
F@N

"(1#c)/(1!c) [14,22]. Section 6 will show
that b and c directly determine the CPP-MR, which
is zero when both are zero. A complete set of
parameters requires specifying the strengths of the
scattering of polarized electrons. For the CPP-MR
the most convenient are [14,22] oH

F
"(ot

F
#os

F
)/4"

o
F
/(1!b2), a renormalized version of the resistivity

o
F

of the F-layer, and ARH
F@N

"AR
F@N

/(1!c2),
a similarly renormalized interface speci"c resist-
ance AR

F@N
. The intrinsic quantity for the CPP-MR

is the conductance per unit area, or its inverse, the
speci"c resistance AR, where A is the area though
which the current #ows.

At cryogenic temperatures, where most of the
data we review was taken, b is only uniquely de-
"ned for an F-alloy with a large enough concentra-
tion of a known impurity to dominate the
scattering. In a nominally &pure' F-metal, the scat-
tering is dominated by residual impurities, grain
boundaries, and stacking faults, all of which could
vary with layer and total sample thicknesses, as
well as with the method of sample preparation.

Fig. 4. Schematic drawings describing the physics underlying
&normal' and &inverse' GMRs. (a) A single F-metal with b'0
gives a normal MR [i.e., R(AP)'R(P)]. (b) Two F-metals with
opposite signs of b give an inverse MR [R(AP)(R(P)]. The
dotted lines indicate the paths of electrons with "xed spin-up or
spin-down. The breaks in the lines indicate scattering events
(strong scattering).

The situation for c and ARH
F@N

is even more com-
plex, because they: (a) involve two di!erent metals,
F and N; (b) may vary with the structure of the
interface } the amount of chemical roughness
(alloying) or physical roughness (both correlated
and uncorrelated, and on di!erent length scales);
and (c) may involve competition between contribu-
tions from alloying and potential steps [4,5,23}26]
as well as between di!use and specular re#ection
[23}26]. One, thus, needs to understand the sensi-
tivities of c and ARH

F@N
to all varieties of roughness,

and whether they are similar for the CIP- and
CPP-MRs. It is not obvious that they should be,
since a larger fraction of electrons impact the inter-
faces at small angles in the CIP-MR than in the
CPP-MR, and spin-accumulation occurs at the
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Table 1
Comparison of parameters for Co/Cu multilayers prepared in di!erent ways. The analyses used values of AR either for the as-prepared
state (H

0
), or the peak state (H

P,
)

MSU [65] MSU [65] Leeds [66] Doudin et al. [51] Piraux et al. [52,53] Co/Ag, MSU [36]
Sup. strips Sup. strips Sup. strips Nanowires Nanowires Sup. strips
sputtering sputtering MBE electrodep. electrodep. sputtering
4.2 K 4.2 K 4.2 K 20 K 77 K 4.2 K
H

0
H

P,
H

0
H

P,
H

P,
H

0

o
C6

(n) m) 6$1 6$1 13$3 13}33 &31 10$3
oH
C0

(n)m) 75$5 66$5 30$6 510}570 180$20 107$10
b 0.46$0.05 0.38$0.06 0.48$0.04 0.5$0.08 0.36$0.04 0.48$0.05
c 0.77$0.04 0.71$0.05 0.71$0.02 0.3}0.6 0.85$0.1 0.85$0.03
ARH

C0@C6
(f) m2) 0.51$0.02 0.38$0.03 0.43$0.04 0.3}1.1 0.3$0.05 0.56$0.03

interfaces in the CPP-MR [4,14]. The CIP-
MR seems to be sensitive to changing interfacial
properties, but there is not yet agreement on
the e!ects of the di!erent contributions just noted
(compare, e.g., the papers in Refs. [27}32]). For
the CPP-MR, in contrast, evidence is sparcer,
but tends to suggest less sensitivity (see Ref. [33]
and Table 1). This di!erence is plausible, since
perfectly specular interfacial scattering does not
contribute to the CIP-MR, but can to the CPP-
MR [4,5,23}26].

3.2. Spin relaxation at low temperatures

At cryogenic temperatures, electron}magnon
scattering should be negligible, and (#) and (!)
electron currents should not mix. This does not
mean, however, that there are no characteristic
lengths in spin-polarized transport.

In the CIP-MR, the C and B electron mean-free-
paths, jt and js, in the F-layer, and jN in the
N-layer, are all characteristic lengths. To know
whether the sample is in the P or AP state, an
electron starting in one F-layer must probe perpen-
dicular to its drift direction far enough to encounter
other F-layers, and an electron samples scattering
only over a mean-free path from the center of its
wave packet [4]. Because of structural anisotropies
in the multilayers, these mean-free paths may be
anisotropic [34]. The resulting equations for
the CIP-MR are generally complex, containing
exponential functions of the ratios of layer thick-

nesses to mean-free paths [4,34,35]. Any spin relax-
ation futher complicates the situation.

In the CPP-MR in contrast, to contribute to the
current, electrons must pass through the entire
multilayer and thus experience the di!erence be-
tween P and AP states, independent of their
mean-free path(s). If there is no spin relaxation in
the layers or at the interfaces, then the CPP-MR for
single domain F-layers should be &self-averaging'
[4,8] } i.e., the mean-free paths drop out of the
problem. The CPP-MR can then be described by
a very simple two-current series-resistor (2CSR)
model [8,14,22], summarized in Section 6. This
model seems to be adequate for analyzing the
CPP-MR of multilayers of &pure' F-metals, such as
Co, with N-layers in which spin-relaxation is weak
[6,36]. If, however, spin-relaxation is strong
enough so that the characteristic spin-di!usion
length in either the F- or N-layers (lF

4&
or lN

4&
), or in

both, becomes comparable to the respective layer
thickness (t

F
or t

N
), CPP-MR analysis then requires

the more complex equations of Valet and Fert (VF)
[14]. The recent discovery that lP:

4&
in the technolo-

gically important alloy permalloy (Py"Ni
1~x

Fe
x

with x&0.2) is short [37}39], has led to awareness
that "nite l

4&
can be important in multilayers of

interest.

3.3. Current mixing at high temperatures

At temperatures high enough for electron}mag-
non scattering to become signi"cant, the separate
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(#) and (!) currents assumed above begin to
mix. The parameters are the spin-mixing time,
q
ts

, or resistivity, o
ts

. We will discuss later what
has been learned about them, which is still very
little.

4. Experimental techniques for CPP measurements

The quantities most appropriate for deriving fun-
damental parameters from the CPP-MR are usu-
ally AR(AP), AR(P), and their di!erence, A*R.
However, the CPP-MR"A*R/AR(P) itself can
sometimes allow simple analysis [40].

Three CPP techniques have been devised.
Two, lithography [5,12,13] and electrodeposited
nanowires [5,41}43,113], give resistances large
enough ('m)) for potential technology and allow
measurements at room temperature. However,
non-uniform currents in the lithographed samples
[44] and, until recently [45,114], inability to deter-
mine the number of nanowires being measured,
have limited these techniques to providing the
CPP-MR rather than A*R. So far, electrodeposi-
tion is also limited to just a few metals, and to only
one F-alloy and one N-alloy at a time; #exible
control of the AP state has thus yet to be achieved.
The only technique that has directly given A*R in
multilayers involves the use of crossed supercon-
ducting strips to produce uniform current density
[9]. With either sputtering or MBE, this technique
allows the complex combinations of metals needed
for #exible control of the AP and P states (Section
5). However, the use of superconducting strips is
limited to low temperature. Moreover, samples
with macroscopic areas, A&mm2, have resistances
)10~7 ), too small for devices. Fortunately, low
temperature is advantageous for deriving most
parameters and testing basic understanding, since
it eliminates the complicating e!ects of scattering
of electrons by magnons (which mixes spin cur-
rents) and by phonons. For details of the tech-
niques for measuring the CPP-MR, and their
problems, see Ref. [5]. Refs. [46}50] describe multi-
layers deposited into angled grooves, giving current
at an angle to the plane (CAP). The CPP-MR can
be estimated from a combination of CIP- and
CAP-MRs [50].

5. Producing AP and P states

As has recently been emphasized [7], reliable
determination of A*R requires control of both the
AP- and P-states. The P-state can be reached sim-
ply by increasing the external "eld H to above the
saturation "eld(s), H

4
, of the F-metal(s). The AP-

state is, however, harder to achieve for wide ranges
of thicknesses of both the F- and N-metals. For
simple [F/N]

N
multilayers, several alternatives

have been used to approximate R(AP) in the CPP-
MR: (a) R(0), the resistance of the as-prepared
sample (Fig. 1) [22]; (b) R(Pk), the maximum R(H)
after saturation (Fig. 1) [51}53]; (c) an R(Pk) &cor-
rected' based on magnetic force microscope studies
[40]; (d) the larger of R(0) or R(D) (the resistance
after demagnetization) [54]; and (e) use of two
di!erent thicknesses of the N-layer [55]. More re-
liable control for a wide range of layer thicknesses
can be achieved using two techniques "rst de-
veloped for the CIP-MR, hybrid-SVS [56] and
exchange-biased SVs (EBSVs) [57,58]. These two
techniques now permit controlled CPP-studies.

A hybrid-SV (top of Fig. 5) is an [F1/N/F2/N]
N

multilayer composed of metals F1 and F2 with very
di!erent saturation "elds, H

41
<H

42
. Increasing

H to above H
41

will produce the P state, and then
reversing H to just beyond &!H

42
' should produce

the AP-state (provided the remanent magnetization
of F1 is close enough to its saturation value that the
M

i
's of the F1 layers do not decrease signi"cantly

by !H
42

). Fig. 5 [59,60] shows M(H) and CPP-
MR(H) for a hybrid SV. A close approximation to
the AP state is usually found only over a narrow
range of H.

An EBSV has the form [AF/F1/N/F2], where
AF is an appropriate antiferromagnetic (AF) metal,
and F1 and F2 can be the same or di!erent metals.
Heating and cooling the sample in the presence of
a magnetic "eld can &exchange bias'F1 (the F-metal
next to the AF-metal), so that its hysteresis loop is
shifted away from H"0 [57,58]. If the N-layer is
thick enough so that exchange coupling between
F1 and F2 is weak, F2 will still be free to reorient in
a smaller "eld, H

42
. Fig. 6 [37}39,61] shows M and

CPP-MR for a [FeMn/Py/Cu/Py] EBSV. EBSVs
can give a well-de"ned AP state over a "nite range
of H. However, the pinning "eld decreases as 1/t

F1
,
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Fig. 5. Change in: (a) speci"c resistance, AR(H)!AR(P), and (b)
magnetization, M, for a Co/Cu/Py/Cu hybrid spin valve, shown
schematically at the top of the "gure. The curves are just guides
to the eye (from Ref. [59]).

so the ability to maintain an AP state diminishes as
t
F1

grows.

6. Theory and tests thereof

The equations used to analyze CPP-MR data
assume that the sources of GMR can be divided
into &bulk' and &interfacial'. This assumption has
been questioned [4,5,23}26], but no data yet con-
tradict it.

Zhang and Levy [8] "rst argued that, at temper-
atures where electron}magnon scattering is negli-
gible, the mean-free paths (jt, js, jN) should drop
out of the CPP-MR, making it &self-averaging' } i.e.,
having no length scale. The CPP-MR can then be
described by a very simple two-current series-resis-

Fig. 6. Resistance (R) (diamonds and left scale) and magneti-
zation M (circles and right scale) versus applied "eld for an
[FeMn/Py/Cu/Py] exchange-biased spin valve. The parallel (P)
and anti-parallel (AP) magnetic states are indicated below the
curves, which are just guides to the eye. The agreement of the
values of R for the oppositely oriented P states shows that the
FeMn does not participate directly in the MR (from Ref. [61]).

tor (2CSR) model described below [14,22]. This
model seems to work well most of the time in
simple multilayers such as [Co/Cu]

N
and [Co/Ag]

N
[6,36].

Valet and Fert (VF) [14] soon pointed out that
the 2CSR model should not always be valid. There
are characteristic lengths in the CPP-MR, the
spin-di!usion lengths lF

4&
and lN

4&
, over which spins

relax as the electrons traverse the sample. When
lF
4&

or lN
4&

become comparable to t
F

or t
N
, more

complex equations are needed [14]. Originally,
spin relaxation was expected to be weak, and cor-
rections for "nite l

4&
small. We will see, however,

that l
4&

can be short enough to produce large cha-
nges in A*R, sometimes so short that it is not clear
that the VF equations remain valid. The VF
equations are strictly only the &local' terms in a Bol-
tzmann equation analysis, with non-local correc-
tions &j/l

4&
that are negligible only if j/l

4&
;1

[14].

6.1. The 2CSR model

This model assumes that the spin-anisotropy
parameters b and c de"ned above are independent
of t

F
, t

N
, and N. For a simple [F/N]

N
multi-

layer with superconducting (S) leads, including
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a spin-independent interface speci"c resistance,
AR

S@F
, for each S-lead, gives [22]

AR(AP)"2AR
S@F

#2No
N
t
N
#NoH

F
t
F
#2NARH

F@N
,

(2)

A*R"N2[boH
F
t
F
#2cARH

F@N
]2/AR(AP). (3)

For simplicity, we neglect di!erences between N,
N!1, and N#1.

Together, Eqs. (2) and (3) contain six parameters,
AR

S@F
, o

N
, oH

F
, ARH

F@N
, b, and c. For sputtered sam-

ples, a number of papers (e.g., Refs. [6,22,36]) have
shown that consistent results can usually be
obtained on CPP-MR multilayers and CPP-SVs
assuming independently determined values of
AR

S@F
, o

N
and o

F
(only occasionally has this as-

sumption seemed to break down [36,62]). AR
S@F

is
taken to be the ordinate intercept of a linear "t to
AR versus t

F
for a series of S/F(t

F
)/S trilayers, and

o
N

and o
F

are taken to be the resistivities measured
on thick "lms of the same metals prepared in the
same way as the multilayers or SVs. When this
assumption applies, the number of adjustable para-
meters reduces to only three, ARH

F@N
, b, and c, few

enough to be determined experimentally by
measuring AR(AP) and A*R for samples with
ranges of t

F
and t

N
[6,36]. As noted above, the

major experimental problem is to achieve AP states
for this range of thicknesses. Some studies have
approximated the AP state by the state R(Pk) in
Fig. 1a, because R(Pk) is reproducible in a given
sample. We have argued that a better approxima-
tion is R(0) [22,63], an argument now supported by
a combination of polarized neutron re#ection
(PNR) and scanning-electron-microscopy with po-
larization analysis (SEMPA) [64]. Both R(0) and
R(Pk) provide estimates of ARH

F@N
, b and c. Table 1

[36,51}53,65,66] compares values for [Co/Cu]
N

multilayers prepared by sputtering, MBE, and elec-
trodeposition, obtained with R(0) or R(Pk). Equiva-
lent values for Co/Ag for R(0) are included for
comparison. As expected from Fig. 2 plus Eq. (3),
the estimates of b, c and ARH

F@N
for R(Pk) are lower

than those for R(0). In addition, since b is deter-
mined by the scattering defects in the F-layers, and
c and ARH

F@N
may depend upon the chemical (i.e.,

alloying) and physical (e.g., geometrical roughness)
structures of the interfaces, it seems unlikely that

the values for di!erent preparation techniques will
be identical. It is thus both somewhat surprising,
and apparently evidence for insensitivity of the
CPP-MR to structural details, that the di!erent
sets of parameters in Table 1 are so similar. The
di!erences between the values of oH

C0
and b for Co

derived for Co/Cu and Co/Ag samples prepared in
the same laboratory indicate present limiting un-
certainties.

Eqs. (2) and (3) allow tests of the 2CSR model
that are independent of the particular values of the
parameters. Applying each to a set of samples with
"xed total thickness t

T
"N(t

F
#t

N
), allows t

N
to be

eliminated. For example, if t
F

is kept "xed and
N varied, Eq. (2) can be written as the sum of terms
proportional to N plus the constant term
AR

S@F
#o

N
t
T
. This equation was used to show

the validity of replacing AR
S@F

and o
N

by
their independently measured values [22]. Eq. (3)
can be rewritten to show that a plot of

J[AR(AP)!AR(P)]AR(AP) versus N should
yield data that fall on a straight line passing
through the origin, with slope independent of both
o
N

and t
T

[22]. Fig. 7 [67] illustrates the validity of
such a plot for multilayers of [Co(6 nm)/Ag(t

A'
)]

N
and [Co(6 nm)/AgSn(t

A'S/
)]

M
with t

T
"720 nm, as

well as for [Co(6 nm)/(Ag(6 nm)]
N

multilayers
[22,68]. Note that o

A'S/
+20o

A'
and that N ranges

from 1.5 to 60.
As a quantitative test, the values of b, c and

ARH
F@N

, derived for Co/Cu and Py/Cu multilayers,
were used to predict data for a series of sputtered
[Co/Cu/Py/Cu]

N
hybrid SVs [59,60]. The equation

is then [69]

A*R"4N2[b
1
oH
F1

t
F1
#2c

1
ARH

F1@N
]

][b
2
oH
F2

t
F2
#2c

2
ARH

F2@N
]/AR(AP). (4)

AR(AP), AR(P), and A*R were all reasonably well
predicted without adjustment [59,60]. This agree-
ment engendered con"dence in the transferability
of parameters between simple [F/N]

N
multilayers

and hybrid SVs or EBSVs, at least for samples
prepared in the same laboratory. Assuming such
transferability, once the parameters for a given
F1/N pair are known, hybrid SVs can be used to
determine the parameters for another pair, F2/N.
Note that if only b

2
is negative, the MR will be
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Fig. 7. J[AR(0)!AR(P)]AR(0) versus bilayer number N for
[Co(6 nm)/X(t

9
)]

N
multilayers with "xed total thicknesses of

720 nm, except for the samples indicated by "lled circles, which
had the form [Co(6 nm)/Ag(6 nm)]

N
. The spin-di!usion lengths

for the Co/Ag and Co/AgSn multilayers were long enough so
that the data remained (to within uncertainties) on the straight
line passing through the origin predicted by Eq. (3). The spin-
di!usion lengths for the AgMn and AgPt samples were short
enough to cause deviations from this line. The solid and broken
curves passing through the latter data are "ts using the theory of
VF [14]. The resistivities of the alloys, and the deduced values of
lN
4&

are given in Table 2 (from Ref. [67]).

inverse for thick enough t
2
, and if only c

2
is nega-

tive, the MR will be inverse for very thin t
2
.

Lastly, A*R in the 2CSR model for an EBSV
[AF/F/N/F] is

A*R"4(boH
F
t
F
#cARH

F@N
)2/AR(AP), (5)

where

AR(AP)"AR
S@F

#2oH
F
t
F
#o

N
t
N
#2ARH

F@N

#AR
AF@F

#o
AF

t
AF

#AR
S@AF

.

6.2. The Valet}Fert (VF) model

It was always realized that the 2CSR model
would break down when the temperature ¹ be-
came high enough for electron}magnon scattering

to mix the (#) and (!) spin currents. But Valet
and Fert (VF) [14] "rst noted that spin-#ip pro-
cesses that do not mix spin currents could a!ect the
CPP-MR even at low ¹. Current mixing involves
the transfer of momentum (and thus current) be-
tween the spin-up (#) and spin down (!) chan-
nels. The new phenomenon, spin di!usion (or spin
relaxation) does not. Rather, it leads to a phenom-
enon called spin accumulation at interfaces, pre-
viously investigated for single interfaces or simple
sandwiches in Refs. [70,71]. VF showed that the
CPP-MR has characteristic spin-di!usion lengths

in the F- and N-metals de"ned by l
4&
"J(j

%-
j
4&
)/6,

where j
%-

is the momentum relaxing mean-free path
and j

4&
the spin mean-free path [14,72]. In the limit

that lF
4&

and lN
4&

are both <jF
%-
, jN

%-
, but lF

4&
and

lN
4&

become comparable to t
N

and t
F
, VF showed

how to generalize Eqs. (2) and (3). When lN
4&

and
lF
4&

are both comparable to t
N

and t
F
, the VF equa-

tions can be almost as complex as those for the
CIP-MR. When only one (e.g., lF

4&
) is comparable to

its layer thickness (t
F
), only one new variable, (lF

4&
),

must be added to the 2CSR model, but the presence
of exponentials of the form exp(!t

F@
lF
4&
) now gener-

ally requires a numerical solution. Interestingly,
when lF

4&
(t

F
, the VF equation for A*R simpli"es in

an unusual way. For example, for an [AF/F/N/F]
EBSV with lF

4&
(t

F
, one "nds just

A*R"4[boH
F
lF
4&
#cARH

F@N
]2/

[2oH
F
lF
sf
#2ARH

F@N
#o

N
t
N
]. (6)

Note that the denominator in Eq. (6) reduces to just
the AR in the MR &active' region, the outer bound-
aries of which lie within the F-layers at a distance
lF
4&

from the two F/N interfaces. Comparing Eqs. (5)
and (6) shows that a larger decrease in the denom-
inator than in the numerator could cause A*R to
increase as l

4&
decreases.

Eqs. (4)}(6) form the basis of most of the analyses
of new data in the following sections.

7. b CPP-MR, including comparisons with b

for dilute F-alloys

The "rst quantitative CPP-MR estimate of b for
an F-alloy was the value of b

P:
&0.5 in Py (NiFe)
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derived assuming that lP:
4&
"R [73]. The sub-

sequent discovery of a "nite lP:
4&

led to an increase in
this estimate to b

P:
+0.7$0.1 [37}39,65], a value

that overlaps the range of values 0.76)b
N*F%

)0.9
listed for dilute NiFe in Campbell}Fert [20].

An important qualitative test of the Cam-
pbell}Fert tables was made in Refs. [15}17]. There,
four di!erent alloys with expected negative b's
} FeCr, FeV, NiCr, and CoCr } were combined
with very thin Co layers (granular-Co) into hybrid-
SVs, which were then used to search for &inverse'
CPP-MRs when the alloy layer thicknesses were
large enough to overcome their &normal' interface
contributions (see Eq. (4)). The very large H

4
of

granular Co was intended to ensure a good AP
state. Fig. 8 shows several examples of the CPP-
MRs changing from normal to inverse with increas-
ing alloy thickness. Interestingly, in none of the
samples did the CIP-MR became inverse. This dif-
ference in behaviors seems clear evidence that inter-
facial scattering is relatively more important in the
CIP-MR than in the CPP-MR. While the changes
from normal to inverse MR in Fig. 8 are heartening
evidence of qualitative similarity of CPP-MR and
alloy values of b, the values of b&!0.1 estimated
from the CPP-MR [15,16] are much less than the
Campbell}Fert values of b&!(0.4!0.5). The
uncertainties in the CPP-MR estimates are large,

Fig. 8. CPP-MR versus t for [Co(0.4 nm)/Cu(2.3 nm)/X(t)/
Cu(2.3 nm)]

20
multilayers showing inverse MR for thick enough

layers of X"FeV (15%), FeCr (10%), FeCr (30%), and NiCr
(5%). The solid curves are just guides to the eye (from Ref. [16]).

both because the parameters assumed for granu-
lar-Co have not been independently established,
and because the data analysis assumed lF

4&
"R for

all of the F-alloys. Thus, a more detailed study of
NiCr was undertaken, against Py, for which
the parameters are better known than granular-
Co. Allowing for a "nite lN*C3

4&
, gave b

N*C3
"!0.35$

0.1, close to the Campbell}Fert range !0.38*
b
N*C3

*!0.67 [18].
Among Co-based alloys, the largest b in the

Campbell}Fert list is b
C0F%

"0.85$0.1. Fig. 9,
from a recent study of [FeMn/Co

0.91
Fe

0.09
/

Cu/Co
0.91

Fe
0.09

] EBSVs [18], shows that A*R is
indeed much larger than for [FeMn/Co/Cu/Co]
EBSVs. The apparent saturation of the data for
large t

C0F%
strongly suggests a "nite lC0F%

4&
. The solid

curve is the VF "t for b
C0F%

"0.65$0.05 (compa-
rable to, but smaller than, the Campbell}Fert value
of b

C0F%
"0.85$0.1) and lC0F%

4&
"12$1 nm.

Finally, a half-metallic metal, in which either
os"R or ot"0 should give CPP-MR"R. The
Heusler alloy NiMnSb has been predicted to be
half-metallic [74], but independent measurements
of electronic structure do not support this predic-
tion [75]. Measurements of samples with NiMnSb
have so far yielded disappointingly small CPP-
MRs [76]. Whether the problem is fundamental,

Fig. 9. A*R versus t
C0F%

(circles and squares) or versus t
C0

(tri-
angles) for [FeMn/X(t

9
)/Cu(20 nm)/X(t

9
) EBSVs with X"CoFe

or Co. The circles and squares indicated di!erent series of
samples prepared months apart. The solid curve is a "t to the
theory of VF [14] with lC0F%

4&
"12 nm. The dashed curve is the

2CSR model prediction for the same parameters as for the solid
curve, except lC0F%

4&
"R (from Ref. [86]).
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or due to inadequate quality of the sputtered
NiMnSb, must still be determined.

To summarize, so far, the values of b for dilute
alloys derived from the CPP-MR are mostly com-
parable to, but slightly smaller than, those listed by
Campbell and Fert. Studies of more alloys are
needed to test the relationship more widely.

8. c-CPP

c-CPP has been determined explicitly for only
a few interfaces, Co/Cu (Table 1), Co/Ag (c"0.85$
0.03 [36]), and Py/Cu (c"0.7$0.1 [37}39,77]).
The close agreement between data for Co/Ag and
Co/AgSn shown in Fig. 7 suggests that c for Co/
AgSn is close to that for Co/Ag. Unless adding
a small amount of an impurity induces large cha-
nges in the electronic structure of N, it seems rea-
sonable that c for F/N@, where N@ is a dilute alloy of
N, will be almost the same as that for F/N.

The general similarity of values of c in Table 1 for
Co/Cu multilayers prepared and measured in very
di!erent ways suggests that c in the CPP-MR is not
very sensitive to structural changes. The only direct
CPP-MR study so far [33] of deliberately induced
changes in interfacial structure also indicates only
modest e!ects.

As noted in Section 7, the Campbell}Fert tables
list negative b's for dilute FeCr and CoCr alloys,
and CPP-MR measurements support such values.
Fe/Cr and Co/Cr interfaces might then be expected
to have negative values of c [78]. Indeed, measure-
ments of [X/Cr/Py/Cr]

N
hybrid SVs with X"Fe

and Co gave inverse A*R for thin Fe or Co layers,
but normal A*R when the layers became thicker
[17]. This is the behavior expected if b is positive
within &pure' Fe or Co, but c is negative at the
Fe/Cr or Co/Cr interface.

9. Interface speci5c resistances, including ARH
F@N

or
AR

F@N

Also still little understood is the interface speci"c
resistance ARH

F@N
(or AR

F@N
). ARH

F@N
is expected to

contain contributions from interfacial alloying,
scattering from spin-dependent potential steps at

the interface, and perhaps from scattering from
interfacial states [4,5,23}26]. Contributions from
di!use and specular scattering may also interact
[23}26]. Few experiments distinguish between
these possibilities.

ARH
F@N

has been measured so far only for Co/Ag,
Co/Cu, and Py/Cu (Table 1, Refs. [37}39,67]). In
all three cases, its value is &0.5 f) m2. The esti-
mated values of c for these three pairs di!er enough
so that the values of AR

F@N
"ARH

F@N
(1!c2) spread

somewhat more (0.16)AR
F@N

)0.25) The agree-
ment of data for Co/Ag and Co/AgSn in Fig. 7 and
[79] suggests that adding small amounts of an
impurity probably usually has little e!ect on AR

F@N
.

To remove complications of the two-current
model, AR

N1@N2
was recently studied in noble-

metal/noble metal multilayers [80]. To within sub-
stantial uncertainties, the magnitudes of AR

N1@N2

(0.044}0.15 f) m2) could be attributed just to
alloying at the N

1
/N

2
interfaces.

Reported values of AR
S@F

are mostly consider-
ably larger: &3 f) m2 for Nb/Co, &2.4 f) m2 for
Nb/Ni, 6 f) m2 for NbTi/Co [81]. The only esti-
mate for AR

S@AF
is intermediate, AR

N"@F%M/
"

1.0$0.6 f) m2 [37}39].
AR

AF@F
has also been estimated: AR

F%M/@P:
"

1.0$0.4 f) m2 [37}39] and AR
F%M/@C0

"0.6$
0.3 f) m2 [62].

Spin-dependent potential steps at interfaces have
been predicted to produce deviations from a linear
variation of the CPP-MR with the cosine of the
angle between the magnetizations of adjacent F-
layers [82]. Deviations from linearity have been
found, but in one case the use of two di!erent F-
metals [83], and in the other di!erent deviations
for di!erent values of t

F
[84], leave the interpreta-

tions, and thus the source(s) of these deviations,
unclear.

10. Finite spin-di4usion lengths

The fundamental length in the CPP-MR at low
temperatures is the spin-di!usion length, l

4&
. For

ease of discussion, we treat the experimental results
out of historical order. We start with lF

4&
in F-metals

and alloys, then turn to lN
4&

in N-metals and
alloys, and conclude with data on spin relaxation
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at interfaces. The temperature dependence of
lC0
4&

will be covered in Section 11.

10.1. F-metals and F-alloys

We already noted the unexpected discovery of
a short l

4&
in Py (lP:

4&
"5.5$1 nm [37}39]), a value

that has recently received independent support
[85]. In contrast, the l

4&
in Co appears to be much

longer [40], in fact long enough so that the simple
2CSR model can be applied to [Co/Cu]

N
and

[Co/Ag]
N

multilayers with t
Co

up to about 50 nm
[36,62]. In contrast, recent EBSV studies of
Co

91
Fe

9
[86] and Ni

97
Cr

3
[87] suggest values of

l
4&

closer to that of Py. Data and a "t for CoFe were
shown in Fig. 9. Interestingly, the values of l

4&
for Py

(NiFe), CoFe, and NiCr scale almost linearly with
the inverse of their residual resistivities (Fig. 10).
The l

4&
for Co, however, falls well above this line.

Further studies are needed to discover if this di!er-
ence means that the correlation of Fig. 10 is acci-
dental, or if the probability of spin-#ip scattering by
grain boundaries and stacking faults is quite di!er-
ent from that for impurities.

10.2. N-metals and N-based alloys

The "rst evidence of "nite l
4&

in nominally pure
N-metals was obtained by Johnson and Silsbee,
using a spin-injection technique [70,88]. They in-
ferred low-temperature values of l

4&
(Al) &200}

400 lm for injection into a 50 lm thick, annealed
Al bar [70], and l

4&
(Au)"1.5$0.4 lm for evapor-

ated "lms [88]. The CPP-MR was "rst used to
derive values of l

4&
in alloys [89] based upon Eq. (3)

and its generalization by VF. Because the right-
hand side of Eq. (2) is independent of o

N
, alloy-

ing an N-metal with impurities that do not induce
spin relaxation, should give the same value of

J[AR(AP)!AR(P)]AR(AP) as for the pure
N-metal. Such behavior was illustrated in Fig. 7
for AgSn [22]. If, however, adding impurities
causes spin relaxation between F-layers,

J[AR(AP)!AR(P)]AR(AP) should decrease,
with the data in Fig. 7 falling below the straight line
by a larger fraction the stronger the spin relaxation
and the larger t

N
(i.e., the smaller N). Data are

Fig. 10. lF
4&

versus (1/o
F
) for Ni

84
Fe

16
(Py) [37}39], Co

90
Fe

10
[86], and Ni

97
Cr

3
[87]. The values of lF

4&
were derived by

applying the VF theory to EBSVs with equal thicknesses of the
pinned and free layers.

shown for Pt (strong spin-orbit interaction) and
Mn (strong spin-exchange interaction) in Ag
[67,89]. The solid and broken curves are "ts to the
VF equations. As shown in Table 2, the inferred
values of lN

4&
for Sn, Pt, and Mn in Ag and Pt, Mn, and

Ni [90] in Cu, all agree rather well with estimates
from spin}orbit and spin}spin interactions [72,89].
More recently, values of lC6

4&
for Cu with residual Co

impurities in electrodeposited Co/Cu multilayers
have been estimated to range from 140 nm [91] up
to 450 nm [92] in di!erent sample sets.

The main problem with all of these studies is that
there is no guarantee that the samples had reached
the AP state needed for rigorous analysis. This
di$culty can now be overcome by using the &spin-
relaxation-analyzer' EBSV, shown at the top of
Fig. 11, where t

P:
"24 nm is chosen <lP:

4&
so that

Eq. (6) should apply. Here, the insert &I' to be
measured is placed in the center of the Cu layer in
an [FeMn/Py/Cu/Py] EBSV with total Cu thick-
ness large enough (&20 nm) to magnetically de-
couple the pinned and free Py layers. &I'may consist
of just a single layer of variable thickness, t

I
, or

a multilayer of two di!erent metals, N
1

and N
2
,

with "xed thicknesses but variable number of bi-
layers N (thus 2N interfaces). If &I' does not induce
spin relaxation, A*R will decrease algebraically
with increasing t

N
or N, as o

I
t
I

or 2NAR
N1@N2

contributes to the denominator of Eq. (6). If,
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Table 2
Measured [80,82] and calculated [80,82,83] values of lN

4&
for Cu-

and Ag-based alloys

Metal or alloy o (n) m) lN
4&

(measured) lN
4&

(calculated)

Ag 9$1 Long &500 nm
AgSn (4 at%) 200$20 *26 nm &26 nm
AgMn (6 at%) 110$25 &11 nm &12 nm
AgMn (9 at%) 155$20 &7 nm &9 nm
AgPt (6 at%) 110$20 &10 nm *7 nm

Cu 6$1 Long &450 nm
CuMn (7 at%) 270$30 &3 nm &3 nm
CuPt (6 at%) 130$10 &8 nm &7 nm
CuNi (7 at%) 110 &23 nm &22 nm
CuNi (23 at%) 355 &7.5 nm &7 nm

Fig. 11. Log(A*R) versus bilayer number N (i.e. 2N interfaces)
for a spin-memory loss analyzer with insert &I' (top of "gure). All
distances in the "gure are in nm, and for symmetry with this
particular insert, &I'"[Nb(1.5 nm)/Cu(10 nm)]

N
, the last

Cu(10 nm) layer was omitted. The dashed curve indicates the
decrease in A*R expected for no-spin-memory loss (i.e., due only
to the increase in total resistance produced by the insert). The
solid line is a "t to the data using the VF theory with a spin-
memory loss of &15%/interface (after Ref. [94]).

however, &I' induces spin relaxation, A*R will de-
crease exponentially as exp(!t

I
/lN
4&
) or exp(!N) in

the numerator. Such behavior has been tested with
I"[Cu/Ag]

N
multilayers, for which the interface

resistance is small [80] and the electronic structures
of the metals are so similar that little spin relax-
ation is expected. Any relaxation was indeed small,

less than 0.5%/interface [93]. In contrast, Fig. 11
shows an unexpectedly large spin relaxation (&15%/
interface) recently discovered in I"[Nb/Cu]

N
[94]. The source of this relaxation is not yet known,
but it may result from strong spin}orbit scattering
in an unusually high resistivity (&1500 n) m [95])
NbCu alloy formed at the interface.

11. Temperature variation of CPP-parameters
and spin mixing

The data described in the previous three sections
were all taken at 4.2 or 77 K (e.g., Table 1), where
little temperature dependence is expected for such
&dirty' metallic multilayers (i.e. containing so many
defects). For both physics and technology, it is
important to understand how the CPP-MR
changes at higher temperatures. Neglecting spin
mixing, and changes in b, c, and ARH

F@N
with ¹,

Eq. (3) predicts that A*R should increase with
increasing ¹, since the resistivity in the numerator
is squared. In Co/Cu multilayers (Fig. 3a) and
[Co/Cu/Py/Cu] hybrid SVs [96], the CPP-MR
decreases by only about 20% from 4 to 300 K,
whereas the sample resistance AR can increase by
a factor of two or more [96]. Combining these
results requires that A*R must increase with ¹.
More detailed analysis of Co/Cu multilayers sug-
gests that b may decrease slightly (from &0.4 at
4.2 K to &0.3 at 300 K), and that spin mixing
in Co/Cu is relatively modest even at 300 K
(e.g., o

ts
&40 n) m compared to an estimated

o
C0
&250 n) m) [40]. In Fe/Cr, in contrast, the

MR drops by a much larger fraction (Fig. 3b), more
than the typical factor of two increase in R, sugges-
ting that spin mixing is much stronger.

12. Some new directions

New directions for CPP-MR studies include
studies of ballistic transport, point contacts, very
high current densities, and transport of &hot' elec-
trons (i.e. electrons away from the Fermi energy).

All of the analyses above used models appropri-
ate to di!usive transport. Interfacial e!ects pre-
dicted to be associated with ballistic transport
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[97}99] have been looked for with point contacts
[100] or macroscopic samples [101], but not yet
seen. Information about anisotropic ballistic trans-
port across S/F interfaces has just been derived
from studies of Andreev re#ection with point con-
tacts [102].

Evidence for predicted e!ects of very high cur-
rent densities [103}105] has been reported [106].

Studies of transport of &hot' electrons through
magnetic multilayers are now being made both
with macroscopic samples [107,108] and point
contacts [109,110].

13. Summary and some questions

To summarize, the CPP-MR is typically larger
than the CIP-MR, and usually described by simpler
equations that allow more direct access to the fun-
damental parameters of spin-polarized transport.
The use of hybrid-spin valves and exchange-biased
spin valves (EBSVs) to control magnetic order is
beginning to allow these fundamental parameters
to be determined. In this review we have described
what has been learned so far about: b } the bulk
anisotropy parameter in the F-layer; c } the F/N
interface anisotropy parameter; ARH

F@N
} the F/N

interface speci"c resistance; lF
4&

and lN
4&
} the spin-

di!usion lengths in the F- and N-layers; and spin
mixing at higher temperatures.

We conclude with several experimental or theor-
etical questions that are not yet fully resolved.
(1) Why does the two-current series-resistor

(2CSR) model for the CPP-MR work so well
when lF

4&
and lN

4&
are longer than t

F
and t

N
? It is

not clear that the following assumptions in its
application are all necessarily valid: (a) bulk
and interface contributions to AR(AP) are sim-
ply additive; (b) all parameters are independent
of t

F
, t

N
, and total sample thickness t

T
; and (c)

parameters such as o
N

and o
F

can be replaced
by independently measured values.

(2) Are the Valet}Fert (VF) equations still valid
under all of the conditions where they have been
applied, even those where l

4&
is apparently not

much longer than the elastic mean-free path?
(3) Are values of b for the CPP-MR and dilute

alloys always similar?

(4) What are the relative contributions to AR
F@N

and c from interfacial alloying, potential steps,
and geometrical roughness (and what rough-
ness length scales predominate)?

(5) What determines the temperature dependence
of the CPP-MR parameters, and how large is
spin mixing?

(6) In Eq. (1), AR
S@F

has been included as a spin-
independent, additive term. Is this correct for
this di!usive regime? It has just been argued
that S-leads suppress the CPP-MR in a phase-
coherent multilayer [111].

(7) What determines lF
4&

and lN
4&
? For non-magnetic

hosts and non-magnetic impurities, the pub-
lished data are consistent with dominance of
spin}orbit relaxation [72,89]. Spin}orbit relax-
ation has also been proposed to dominate
magnetic hosts [85]. lN

4&
for alloys with mag-

netic impurities is less well understood [72,89],
with published data only for AgMn and CuMn
[89].

(8) How strong is spin relaxation at F/N and other
interfaces? What is the underlying physics?

(9) Are there important experimental di!erences
between di!usive and ballistic spin-polarized
transport? For the most recent calculation ad-
dressing this issue see [112].
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